Card & Multimedia Storage

Card Files
Tennsco Card Files are your
storage solution to a wide variety

Card & Multimedia Storage
1.

3. Sliding Compressors
Sliding compressors keep materials upright
and organized for easy access.
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4. Quiet, Effortless Movement
Drawers glide on heavy duty, full
progressive, ball bearing suspensions.
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5. Solid Foundation
Base has a fully welded, enclosed bottom to keep
the unit structurally aligned even when fully loaded.
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Full Drawer Access
All drawers extend completely for total
access to each drawer’s contents.

8. Stores More Than Just Cards
Versatile drawer sizes offer secure storage for
almost anything, including paper documents,
computer media, CDs, Blu-Ray/DVDs–you name it!

Card Files keeps necessary
information at your fingertips.
You’ll find a size that meets your
applications requirement with
the durability and functionality
you’ve come to expect from all
Tennsco products.

Secured Drawer Contents with Adjustability

6. Gang Locking of Drawers
Plunger style lock secures all drawers simultaneously.
7.

Drawers are designed to
safely hold a wide variety of
material. Tennsco Card Files
give you the most flexibility
whether your needs are
storing one type of media or
a mix. Drawers extend full
length, providing easy access
to items stored at the back
of the drawers. Choose from
three different size drawers
that offer materials a secure
and dust-free environment.

Heavy Duty Construction
All welded construction. Six channel uprights
provide the basis for an exceptionally stable frame.

2. Drawers Stay Shut
Positive locking thumb latches ensure that drawers
stay closed until you’re ready to open them.

of non-traditional sized media.

Diversified Storage Capability
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9. Organize Your Materials
Dual label holders accommodate large cards
for easy identification of contents.

Drawers can be made
inaccessible through an
integrated keyed gang-lock,
preventing unauthorized
access to valuable or
sensitive information.
Adjustable dividers keep
contents neat, upright and
easily accessible. Drawers
are 267⁄16" deep, offering
plenty of storage space.
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Choice of Sizes

10. Large Handle for Easy Opening
Large, brushed aluminum handle makes it a
snap to open the largest or fullest drawer.
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5 drawer
CF-558
19"w x 28"d x 41"h

6 drawer
CF-646
15"w x 28"d x 41"h

6 drawer
CF-669
21"w x 28"d x 53"h

7 drawer
CF-758
19"w x 28"d x 53"h

8 drawer
CF-846
15"w x 28"d x 53"h
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Thirty Drawer
Organizer

Thirty Drawer Organizer
1.

Label It - Find It
Large indexing area provides plenty of
room to describe drawer contents.

The organizer’s thirty
drawers can help organize
almost anything while
protecting materials from
dust and dirt. Optional
dividers adjust in 1"
increments to custom design
each drawer to its contents.
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2. Removable Drawers
Safety stop prevents drawers from accidentally
falling out of unit. Drawers can be removed
and interchanged for convenience.
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organize materials as desired.
The thirty drawer unit is the
perfect storage solution for a
wide variety of items. Anything

can be easily organized and made
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accessible. The organizer’s all-steel
construction assures you of an

Unitized Drawer Construction

5. Raised Base
Base offers protection by keeping materials
raised up from floor level.

All-Steel for Long Lasting Use
The organizer is constructed throughout of steel for a
no-compromise product that will perform for years.

traditional size filing cabinets can’t

office supplies to company forms
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4. Window Frame Construction
Drawers slide in and out within individual
steel compartments.
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storage and filing problems where

from small parts to literature or

3. Optional Dividers
Sort contents of drawers with slide-in dividers.
Great for organizing small items and parts.

6. Combine Units
Knockouts on top and sides of each unit allow joining
multiple units together top-to-bottom and sideto-side. For even greater versatility, combine these
units with Tennsco Literature sorters. (See page 6)

This is the answer to those

Organize Practically Anything
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outstanding value and years of use.

Each drawer is formed from
one piece of steel with
lapped and welded corners
to provide durability that you
can count on. Integrated steel
handle drawer-pull and large
indexing area complement
each drawer for better
handling and organization of
materials.
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8. Integrated Steel Handle
This good looking but sturdy handle means
it won’t break off no matter how rough
it’s used for years of trouble free use.

Choice of Sizes
Select from letter- or legal-size depths.

9. Custom Organization
Thirty drawers provide endless organizational
possibilities for small items, forms, etc.,
whether in an office or production setting.

Letter-Size
2085

10. Compact Unit
Letter sized unit:
30 5/8”w x 115/8”d x 33 7/16”h

305/8" w x 115/8" d x 337/16" h

99 lbs.

Package of 30 Adjustable Dividers
30AD

9" w x 1/4" d x 2 3/8" h

8 lbs.

Legal-Size

Legal sized unit:
305/8”w x 145/8”d x 337/16”h

3085

Letter drawer dimensions:
9”w x 11¼”d x 2½”h

305/8" w x 145/8" d x 337/16" h

113 lbs.

Package of 30 Adjustable Dividers
30AD

Legal drawer dimensions:
9”w x 14¼”d x 2½”h

9" w x 1/4" d x 2 3/8" h

8 lbs.

Organizers
are available in both
letter- and legal-size models
to handle company forms, supplies,
small parts, etc.
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Literature Sorters
Tennsco Literature Sorters offer
the ultimate in organization and

Stackable Units
Literature Sorters can be stacked
on top of each other and/or
attached side-to-side or back-toback to meet your exact storage
needs. For even greater versatility,
Tennsco’s Thirty Drawer
Organizers can be integrated
with Literature Sorters.

Literature Sorter
1.

Durable Construction
All-steel, all-welded construction provides years of
reliable use. Many look-a-like products use
hardboard or cardboard, offering a limited life-span.

2. Combine Units
Knockouts on sides, top and bottom allow units to be
joined top-to-bottom, side-to-side, or back-to-back.
Also can be joined to 30-Drawer Organizers.
(See page 4)
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7.

No Assembly Required
Just take it out of the box and it’s ready-to-use. No
annoying bolts or fasteners required for assembly.

paper supplies. They’re also
great for sorting and distributing
incoming mail such as magazines,
envelopes, etc.
individually or stacked on top of
each other to meet your specific
requirements. Tennsco Literature
Sorters are constructed entirely
of steel, assuring an outstanding
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4. Easy Access and Indexing Area
Angled front allows users to easily grasp material
from the bottom while providing an indexing area.

6. Adjustable Slot Openings
Removable trays can be adjusted to make openings
bigger or smaller. Trays adjust on 1½” centers.

internal documents, forms and

Literature Sorters may be used

3. Twenty-one Slot Openings
Ample sized openings for material storage
and easy access. Packages of five extra trays
are available as an accessory item.

5. Stackable
Knockouts on top, sides and back for tying
units together in top-to-bottom, side-toside or back-to-back configurations.

access to company materials,

value and years of use.
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Versatile Filing
4
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Tennsco Literature Sorters can
be custom designed to your
specific applications. Simply
rearrange shelves without
tools to fit the material you
need to organize– not the
other way around.

8. Raised Base
Offers protection by keeping materials
raised up from floor level.

Choice of Sizes
Select from letter- or legal-size depths.
Letter-Size
4075

305/8" w x 111/2" d x 33" h

81 lbs.

Package of 5 Trays
4005

99/32" w x 111/4" d x 3/4" h

6.15 lbs.

305/8" w x 141/2" d x 33" h

94 lbs.

Legal-Size
5075

Package of 5 Trays
5005
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99/32" w x 141/4" d x 3/4" h

7.53 lbs.
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Tennsco’s Card and Multimedia Storage is electrostatically
painted with a tough, long lasting powder finish to ensure years
of lasting beauty. Choose from five standard finishes.
Standard Colors

Sand (214) Champagne/
Putty (216)

Light
Grey (53)

Medium
Grey (2)

Black (3)

Finishes shown above are representative of the actual
finishes. Please contact your local Tennsco dealer for more
precise color swatches.

A WORD ABOUT TENNSCO
Tennsco Corp., headquartered in Dickson, Tennessee, began
operations in 1962. Today, Tennsco is an industry leader with
over 1.6 million square feet in eight facilities. Tennsco offers
a wide variety of storage and filing systems, steel office
furniture, industrial and institutional shelving, lockers and
shop equipment.
ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY PRODUCTS
Tennsco steel products are certified SCS
Indoor Advantage Gold for indoor air
quality and low VOC emissions.
Tennsco products allow our customers to
apply for LEED™ credits as described below:
a. MR Credit 4.1 and 4.2 – Recycled Content
b. MR Credit 5.1 – Manufactured Regionally
c. MR Credit 5.2 – Extracted and Manufactured Regionally
d. EQ Credit 4.2 – Low Emitting Materials, Paints

Mailing Address: P.O. Box 1888, Dickson, TN 37056-1888

Shipping Address: 201 Tennsco Drive, Dickson, TN 37055

Customer Service: (866) 446-8686 • Fax: (866) 445-7260 | Ordering Fax: (866) 864-4796 | www.tennsco.com • info@tennsco.com
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